
Patio Builders & Designers
We Build What
You Need .

Call 1800 503 682 Today for
a free design consultation in
the comfort of your own home.

Deck Covers
Your deck cover is the finishing touch to your
project and will usually become the dominating
visual feature. There are many design options and
brands available for you to choose from. Treat
your deck cover as a separate project, and take
a little time to choose design and brand carefully.a little time to choose design and brand carefully.

Do I build the Deck Cover at the same time as
the Deck?

Choose carefully when you add your new deck
cover, as this design will significantly affect how
pleasing the end result will be. The correct deck
cover will be the difference between an ‘add-on’
looking ‘lid’ and a superbly design and finishedlooking ‘lid’ and a superbly design and finished
extension to your home. It is often better to wait
until the deck is built before deciding on the type
of deck cover. This will allow you to visualise the
end result and see what type of cover best suits
your lifestyle.

My Deck builder has offered to do the roof as well - if
he gets the job!he gets the job!

This is common practice, however please do be
careful. Even if it has been implied that the deck cover
will be ‘thrown in’ for little more, perhaps even free, the
simple fact is that you get what you pay for. If your
proposed deck builder is already discounting to get
your business, there will be precious little left for a 
stylish deck cover. Most certainly, what will be on offerstylish deck cover. Most certainly, what will be on offer
will be either a simple timber pergola covered with
roofing iron or even perhaps an inexpensive patio ‘kit’.
There are many of these cheaper kits, however often
these are not waterproof.

My Deck is already built!

No problem! This is often the case. If Altec has not had
input prior to the deck being built, we will design andinput prior to the deck being built, we will design and
engineer to suit your existing deck. Deck Cover brands
have varying engineering specifications so Altec may
suggest specific brands that will comply with the
engineering we need to achieve the best
results.


